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London based trio Odd Rival have a sound that echoes Queens Of The 
Stone Age, The Stone Roses & Ride. They are brothers Patrick Smith 
(lead vocal/bass) and Christian Smith (vocal/guitar), along with 
dreadlocked drummer Dimitri Stocchi, a friend they met at a sombre 
West London street party back in 2013. 
 
The Brit Rock band is the brainchild of the two brothers, aiming to bring 
an element of delinquency and danger that feels abandoned in an 
increasingly tame UK rock scene. From orchestrating a 150-person 
stage invasion during their show in Hull, to urban-exploring the off 
limit Barbican service tunnels whilst dodging infrared security cameras, 
all in a bid to shoot the video for ‘Out Alive’ from their debut EP Keep 
Repeating - The element of danger is what sets Odd Rival apart. Things 
often deteriorate into chaos, and that’s how live gigs should be in their 
world. 
 
This chaos isn’t replicated in their work ethos though. Keep Repeating 
was completely self-produced. The microphones were bought for next to 
nothing off of a Rastafarian on Gumtree, whilst the mixing and 
mastering was all done at home on some cripplingly out-dated music 
software. Cutting a lot of corners in the beginning would turn out to be 
an integral learning curve. Through trial and error, inflammatory sibling 
duels in the studio, and an inordinate amount of Jack Daniels, this DIY 
start was a stepping-stone to discovering their true sound. Odd Rival 
have found the missing piece of their puzzle. 
 
Brothers Patrick and Christian put the vigour of their live shows down to 
their wealth of gigging experience. From selling out The Black Heart in 
Odd Rival, to playing Download Festival on the same day as Black 
Sabbath with previous band White Powder Gold. This is where they 
truly come to life, crumbling the barrier between audience and band. 
Blood has been shed on stage, scars have been born from broken 
glass, and countless bar tops have been scuffed with the soles of 
Converse trainers that should have been thrown out years ago. The 
beginning of 2016 has been spent recording new singles 'Jump The 
Gun' & 'Rorschach' at the legendary RAK studios (where Royal Blood, 
Placebo, Radiohead & Savages have all recorded albums) set to be 
released later on in the year. 
 
 
 
 
 



PRESS: 
 
"It’s really rare for a band to appear out of nowhere fully 
formed at the point of intense excitement, and yet that’s 
exactly what’s happened with Odd Rival" - Adam Walton 
(BBC Radio Wales) 
 
"One of the most ferocious and exciting new acts around" 
- The Unsigned Guide 
 
"Odd Rival....probably the most underrated band in 
England right now" - Narc Magazine 
 
"...high-octane Brit-rock smashers Odd Rival....blew the 
paint off the walls and the eyebrows off the girls...one of 
the most impressive live sets I’ve seen” - Mark Lippmann 
(Scruff of the Neck Records) 
 
"without a dull moment, spanning styles yet always feeling 
coherent....Odd Rival are a perfect example of a DIY 
band" - Art Needs an Operation Magazine 
 
"The vocals sound like a more melodic/upset Isaac out of 
Slaves, and the chorus is big and anthemic....something 
about this band makes me think NME will love them soon" 
- Eat Y'self Fitter 
 
"an ambitious and exciting debut, expect big things" - Alt 
Dialogue 
 
"If you know any naysayers who have lamented guitar 
music’s demise, play them Odd Rival and see if they still 
think the same." - This Year in Music 
 
 
	  


